Role of CT angiography for detection of coronary atherosclerosis.
As laparoscopic surgery is replacing open surgery, similarly computed tomography angiography is replacing invasive conventional cardiac angiography. In the last century, marvelous efforts in research have improved strategies for cure, diagnosis and prevention of fatal human diseases; however, coronary artery disease, as the most prevalent cause of mortality and morbidity in the world, has remained a great challenge. Due to advancements in technology and research, it has become more simple and robust to diagnose and treat coronary artery disease (CAD) with minimal or no intervention, promising to not only diagnosis at an early stage but potential prevention altogether. While most with obvious CAD can be diagnosed easily and quickly with ECG, those identified as 'low risk' require more extensive testing to diagnose or rule out CAD. For example in emergency departments, low-risk patients with chest pain are diagnosed solely depending on history, ECG and blood testing for biomarkers. This approach has resulted in either delayed or miss-diagnosis of Acute coronary syndrome. To prevent this, many emergency departments now use protocols for low-risk heart patients that include cardiac stress tests and/or CT heart imaging. This review provides an overview of the current literature on the value of Computed tomography angiography and discusses how prognostic information obtained with Computed tomography angiography can be used to further integrate the technique into clinical practice.